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STRAIGHTENING/SILKENING
Global Keratin is a hair taming system with Juvexin that protects hair
from damaging environmental effects, aging and daily styling. Works
on all hair types, leaving it more manageable, sleek, soft, ultra gloss
shine, and frizz free for up to five months. Three formulas will suit
everyone’s needs, whether light wave, curly, or resistant.

Global Keratin Treatment.................................$250 and up (quotable)
*Pricing varies according to formula used and hair type and texture 

CONDITIONING AND CLARIFYING
As a team we are committed to maintaining the health and vitality 
of the hair. Conditioning treatments restore shine and strength to
the hair by infusing the hair with essential nutrients. Clarifying
treatments remove residues from well water, chlorine and color.

Malibu Treatment........................................................................................$25

Essential Oil Conditioning Treatment.................................................$35

Seasonal Treatments...................................................................................$30
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Seasonal Treatments...................................................................................$30

[ h a i r ]

by CIELO SALON
674 Main Street|  EastAurora, NY14052
Web: cielo-salon.com  |  716 652 7633
Facebook: facebook.com/cielosalon

STRAIGHTENING/SILKENING
Global Keratin is a hair taming system with Juvexin that protects hair
from damaging environmental effects, aging and daily styling. Works
on all hair types, leaving it more manageable, sleek, soft, ultra gloss
shine, and frizz free for up to five months. Three formulas will suit
everyone’s needs, whether light wave, curly, or resistant.

Global Keratin Treatment.................................$250 and up (quotable)
*Pricing varies according to formula used and hair type and texture 

CONDITIONING AND CLARIFYING
As a team we are committed to maintaining the health and vitality 
of the hair. Conditioning treatments restore shine and strength to
the hair by infusing the hair with essential nutrients. Clarifying
treatments remove residues from well water, chlorine and color.

Malibu Treatment........................................................................................$25

Essential Oil Conditioning Treatment.................................................$35

Seasonal Treatments...................................................................................$30
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STRAIGHTENING/SILKENING
Global Keratin is a hair taming system with Juvexin that protects hair
from damaging environmental effects, aging and daily styling. Works
on all hair types, leaving it more manageable, sleek, soft, ultra gloss
shine, and frizz free for up to five months. Three formulas will suit
everyone’s needs, whether light wave, curly, or resistant.

Global Keratin Treatment.................................$250 and up (quotable)
*Pricing varies according to formula used and hair type and texture 

CONDITIONING AND CLARIFYING
As a team we are committed to maintaining the health and vitality 
of the hair. Conditioning treatments restore shine and strength to
the hair by infusing the hair with essential nutrients. Clarifying
treatments remove residues from well water, chlorine and color.

Malibu Treatment........................................................................................$25

Essential Oil Conditioning Treatment.................................................$35

Seasonal Treatments...................................................................................$30
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STRAIGHTENING/SILKENING
Global Keratin is a hair taming system with Juvexin that protects hair
from damaging environmental effects, aging and daily styling. Works
on all hair types, leaving it more manageable, sleek, soft, ultra gloss
shine, and frizz free for up to five months. Three formulas will suit
everyone’s needs, whether light wave, curly, or resistant.

Global Keratin Treatment.................................$250 and up (quotable)
*Pricing varies according to formula used and hair type and texture 

CONDITIONING AND CLARIFYING
As a team we are committed to maintaining the health and vitality 
of the hair. Conditioning treatments restore shine and strength to
the hair by infusing the hair with essential nutrients. Clarifying
treatments remove residues from well water, chlorine and color.

Malibu Treatment........................................................................................$25

Essential Oil Conditioning Treatment.................................................$35

Seasonal Treatments...................................................................................$30
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by CIELO SALON
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STRAIGHTENING/SILKENING
Global Keratin is a hair taming system with Juvexin that protects hair
from damaging environmental effects, aging and daily styling. Works
on all hair types, leaving it more manageable, sleek, soft, ultra gloss
shine, and frizz free for up to five months. Three formulas will suit
everyone’s needs, whether light wave, curly, or resistant.

Global Keratin Treatment.................................$250 and up (quotable)
*Pricing varies according to formula used and hair type and texture 

CONDITIONING AND CLARIFYING
As a team we are committed to maintaining the health and vitality 
of the hair. Conditioning treatments restore shine and strength to
the hair by infusing the hair with essential nutrients. Clarifying
treatments remove residues from well water, chlorine and color.

Malibu Treatment........................................................................................$25

Essential Oil Conditioning Treatment.................................................$35

Seasonal Treatments...................................................................................$30
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by CIELO SALON
674 Main Street|  EastAurora, NY14052
Web: cielo-salon.com  |  716 652 7633
Facebook: facebook.com/cielosalon

STRAIGHTENING/SILKENING
Keratin is a hair taming system that protects hair from damaging 
environmental effects, aging and daily styling. Works on all hair 
types, leaving it more manageable, sleek, soft, ultra gloss shine, and 
frizz free for up to five months. Three formulas will suit everyone’s 
needs, whether light wave, curly, or resistant.

Keratin Treatment.............................................$308+ and up (quotable)
*Pricing varies according to formula used and hair type and texture 

CONDITIONING AND CLARIFYING
As a team we are commi�ed to maintaining the health and vitality 
of the hair. Conditioning treatments restore shine and strength to
the hair by infusing the hair with essential nutrients. Clarifying
treatments remove residues from well water, chlorine and color.

Malibu Treatment........................................................................................$40

Conditioning Treatment add on.................................................$25
to any color service

Color Lock & Smooth Treatment w/Styling...........................$50



CUTS
Our stylists build the foundation of your style by working with your 
face shape, hair texture and growth patterns to create your perfect 
style. The consultation uncovers your lifestyle and image needs to 
interpret the cut that is right for you. All cuts include a complimentary 
stress relieving scalp massage, shampoo and style. 
“And up” pricing refers to the variation in pricing by stylist, experience, 
education levels or other circumstances.

Womans Cut ......................................................................................... $45+
Mens Cut ............................................................................................... $25+
Child Cut (under 9) ............................................................................ $20+
Six Pack Mens Hair Cuts .................................................................... $130

HAIR STYLING
Shampoo and Professional Styling ................................................... $40+
Formal Styles......................................................................................... $70+
Bridal Styles .........................................................................................$100+

COLOR AND SPECIAL EFFECTS
Add color, light and depth to your cut to compliment your skin tone, 
facial features and your personality. Your Stylist can use color to enhance 
your own shade, create volume, make your hair shine with intensity, 
or add dimensional effects with weaves of hilites and lowlites.*
Color Retouch ...................................................................................... $70+
Partial Foil.............................................................................................. $83+
Full Foil .................................................................................................. $98+
Full Lightening Service w/Toner ....................................................$133+
Toner add on ......................................................................................... $33+
Color Add on ........................................................................................ $33+
Mini Foil (add on) ............................................................................... $38+
Balayage Color Technique (quoted) ..............................................$118+
Brow Color ...............................................................................................$10
Color Remover ........................................................................................$25
Corrective Coloring (quoted) .................................. Consultation Only
15 Min Consultation ....................................................... Complimentary
* Prices do not include haircuts or style. 

TEXTURE/CONDITIONING
This is not the antique perm of yesterday. We can change the texture 
and movement of your hair by softly altering its structure, and maintaining 
healthful shine.*
Permanent Wave ........................................................................ $75 and up
* Prices do not include haircuts or style. 

EXTENSIONS
Transform yourself. Whether you are tired of your short hair or wish 
to add volume and or color - you are only limited by your imagination. 
Extensions can be placed for longevity or for a special event. We offer 
many different application techniques. Through a personal consultation 
we will help you chose the Extension that is right for you. 
*Must have a consultation for custom ordering and pricing.
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